The HP950 is a high performance roll collator that can produce multi-part business forms, mailers, and specialty products at production speeds up to 950 FPM.

The GSS HP950 roll collator is a superior quality, heavy duty, high-performance machine built to meet the demands of the medium and long run production requirements.

The machine can produce up to 14 part continuous or cut sheet business forms. Continuous forms that are glued and crimped can be folded in lengths from 7 to 17 inches. Collated cut sheet forms can be produced in lengths from 2.8 to 22 inches.

In line 28” diameter unwind stands come standard with the HP950 collator, with optional 40” and 50” right angle unwinds.

Other options include crash numbering, programmable cross web gluing, file hole punching, die cut notching and drying. The HP950 collator can be configured to produce a variety of direct mail forms with outgoing and return envelopes integrated into the mail piece.

Web widths up to 30” have been manufactured to produce special automotive contractual forms.